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The classic text for building in plywood. Dense with information on every process from lofting to

launch. Very well illustrated with photos, drawings.

The classic (updated for Stitch-and-Glue) plywood boatbuilding book. This includes much more

solid wood use than the title would suggest (we are often reminded that fasteners don't hold in

plywood "end grain"). Mr. Witt built many more different plywood boats than almost anyone else.

These are not experimental designs (not that I have anything against Bolger boats) but classics with

much traditional engineering to go with the designs. The chapter on lofting is no more than one

needs (the subject can get VERY deep) and well presented. There are many examples of reinforced

joining using plywood's advantages and eschewing it's disadvantages, for traditional structural

components. Yes, you can make a strong laminated plywood stem, but you may be better off with

plywood reinforced solid wood, depending on the design.

Great book, just wish they spent a little more time on stitch and glue technologies.

nice old book with lot of good information for the boat buildfer



Excellent book if you are planning on building a plywood boat. Discusses a lot of topics and has a

TON of pictures to show you what they are talking about. The Glen-L.com website also has a ton of

helpful people and the company is really responsive to requests.

This is a very easy to understand and high quality boat Building book.I love it and intend to build a

boat from it. is a great company as well.High quality service, fast and efficient.I live in Australia and

the postal service I have received is beyond excellence. Keep up the great work.

Hardcover in excellent shape. Binding sound and information presented in easily read and well

illustrated layout. Highly reccomended to anyone intent on building a boat or any similar project out

of plywood.

Very useful

This is a great book! Has a lot of information that can be used to build a wooden boat. I bought this

book with that intention. Extremely satisfied with the quality of information and pictures.
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